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Abstract 

Automation of document handling in the construction industries could save 
large amounts of time, effort and money and classifying a document is an 
important step in that automation. In the field of machine learning, lots of 
research have been done on perfecting the algorithms and techniques, but there 
are many areas where those techniques could be used that has not yet been 
studied. In this study I looked at how effectively the machine learning 
algorithm multinomial Naïve-Bayes would be able to classify 1427 documents 
split up into 19 different categories from a construction project. The 
experiment achieved an accuracy of 92.7% and the paper discusses some of 
the ways that accuracy can be improved. However, data extraction proved to 
be a bottleneck and only 66% of the original documents could be used for 
testing the classifier. 
 

Keywords: Machine learning, multinomial Naïve-Bayes, construction 
industry, document classification 
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1 Introduction  
In large scale construction projects, there are a lot of different types of 
documents and a large number of documents are handled. Handling tasks can 
include storing the document in the right place in the projects shared file 
system, reviewing the content of the document or perhaps sending the 
documents to a customer or a vendor of some service or product. All this 
handling takes a lot of time and if the project is large enough, there will be 
personnel dedicated to performing these tasks.  

To start automating many of these tasks categorizing documents will be a 
crucial task. Machine learning has successfully been used to categorize 
documents in other areas, so this project will try using those techniques on 
documents used in a construction project [1]. This project will use Multinomial 
Naïve-Bayes classification on data extracted from the documents into the form 
bag-of-words. 

1.1  Background 

1.1.1 Machine Learning 

The field of Machine learning, a sub field of computer science, focuses on how 
a computer system can learn from a set of training data, and use that experience 
to choose how to act given a new piece of data. 

This project will use the method of supervised machine learning where all 
data points, the data extracted from each document, in the training data is 
labeled with the right answer, the correct category for that document. The job 
of the machine learning algorithm will then be to find similarities between the 
documents in each category and to create a model for how to evaluate new 
documents. 

1.1.2 Bag-of-words model 

The bag of words model is commonly used in methods of document 
classification where the frequency of each word is important. Bag of words is 
basically a list of all unique words in a document with a count for each word 
of how many times it appeared in the document. 
Example of a string to be converted to bag of words: 
“John likes to watch movies. Mary likes movies too. John also likes to watch 
football games.” 
The string converted to a bag of words: 
{"John":2,"likes":3,"to":2,"watch":2,"movies":2,"Mary":1,"too":1,"also":1,"f



 
   

 

ootball":1,"games":1} 

1.1.3 Multinomial Naïve-Bayes classification 

Naïve-Bayes classifiers are a family of classifiers based on Bayes Theorem 
that have been successfully used in machine learning text classification [2]. In 
this project multinomial Naïve-Bayes will be used. In the context of this project 
it works by first going through all the training data and counting the occurrence 
of each word in each category. Using that data it can calculate the probability 
of each word belonging to every category. When a new document needs to be 
categorized it calculates the probability of that document belonging to each 
category by combining the probability of each word in it and then choosing the 
category with the highest probability. 

1.1.4 WEKA  

WEKA is an open source collection of machine learning algorithms1. It is 
implemented in Java and provides an API to use for development of machine 
learning applications and a Java desktop application which can be used without 
needing to write program code.  

WEKA greatly reduces the work needed to try existing machine learning 
algorithms on a new set of data to just collecting the data and formatting it in 
the correct format. Then, the algorithms can be tested using the desktop 
application or writing a few lines of code using the API. 

1.2 Related work 
Y. Almodhi [3] studied the effectiveness of Multinomial Naïve-Bayes when 
categorizing receipts and invoices as well as comparing which OCR tool would 
be most efficient to use for extracting the data from the receipt/invoice images. 
The study achieved a 97.3 % accuracy for one of the OCR techniques when 
testing with cross validation. 

F. Blein [4] compared four algorithms and several software programs 
running those algorithms with each other on a collection of news texts 
classified as either “Economy” or “Sports” news. The four algorithms were 
Naïve-Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, Winnow and Rocchio. From all the different 
tests, his own built software program “TextClassifier” running the Naïve-
Bayes algorithm had the best performance. 

                                                
1 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/ 
 



 
   

 

S.L. Ting, W.H. Ip, Albert H.C. Tsang [5] compared Naïve Bayes with other 
document classification techniques using a data set of 4000 documents 
classified in 4 different categories (business, politics, sports and travel). The 
researchers used 1200 documents as training data and 2800 documents as 
testing data. Naïve Bayes reached the highest accuracy of ~97% with the other 
techniques (support vector machines, decision tree and neural network) closely 
behind. 

S-B. Kim, K-S. Han, H-C. Rim and S. H. Myaeng [6] discussed two of the 
problems with Naïve-Bayes and proposed some improvements to those 
problems which, at least to their experiments, seemed successful. The first 
problem discussed was rough parameter estimation where longer documents 
with lots of words influence the classifier more than shorter documents with 
few words for a given category, the proposed solution for this was a “per-
document length normalization approach by introducing multivariate Poisson 
model for naïve Bayes”. The other problem was that sometimes a category has 
few training documents which could yield fewer meaningful words to a 
category for the classifier, here the authors used “a weight-enhancing method 
to improve performances on rare categories where the model parameters are 
unreliable”. 

J. Rennie, L. Shih, J. Teevan, and D. R. Karger [7] discusses the same 
problems as S-B. Kim, K-S. Han, H-C. Rim and S. H. Myaeng [6] does and 
get good results in their experiments but with different solutions. 

S. Matwin and V. Sazonova [8] made a comparison of multinomial Naïve-
Bayes and the support vector machine technique and looked mainly at running 
time but also performance. Their experiment showed that Naïve-Bayes was 
around two to six times faster compared to SVM depending on the dataset and 
produced similar or better accuracy. 

1.3 Problem formulation 
From the authors own experience working in the construction industry with 
project administration, handling of documents produced by other workers or 
subcontractors can take up a large part of a project manager’s or a project 
administrator’s workday. The procedure for handling the documents can also 
differ greatly between different people even in the same company depending 
on that person's preferences or on how they were trained. 

How documents should be handled differs based on the document type, so 
categorization of the document type is a key subtask. In this thesis project I 
will investigate whether the multinomial Naïve-Bayes classifier could 



 
   

 

effectively categorize documents from a construction project. 

1.4 Motivation 
If machine learning classification can effectively be used to categorize 
documents from construction projects, it can be a starting point for automating 
a lot of tasks involved in the handling of such documents and in the end, help 
reduce costs in those projects. One of the tasks that needs to be done for every 
document that could be automated is storing it on the shared filesystem in the 
correct folder, so it is accessible for other workers. 

When comparing Naïve-Bayes with other machine learning techniques for 
text classification, it has a proven record of high accuracy, it is both quicker to 
train and it can add new training data “on the fly” without needing to be 
retrained from scratch [4, 5, 8]. This is important because when implemented 
in a live setting such as automatically storing documents in the right folder, the 
feedback needs to be quick, so the worker can confirm that the algorithm made 
the correct classification and move on with their day. 

1.5 Objectives 

O1 Collect documents from a real construction project using the 
existing category system 

O2 Categorize previously uncategorized documents into the existing 
categories 

O3 Implement/find script to extract bag-of-words data from word 
documents 

O4 Implement/find script to extract bag-of-words data from PDF 
documents 

O5 Implement/find script to extract bag-of-words data from images 

O6 Implement program to run the experiment using Naïve-Bayes 
classification 

O7 Run experiment 

 
The expectation is that using Naïve-Bayes classification on the bag-of-words 
data extracted from each document will accurately categorize a very high 
percentage of documents in most categories. However, it is also expected that 
some categories of documents, those that have a less standardized format or 
very low word count, will have a lower classification accuracy. 



 
   

 

1.6 Scope/Limitation  
This thesis project will focus on the problem of automatically categorizing 
documents from construction projects. The document collection will be limited 
to only one specific construction project which the author worked on and only 
the documents that were relevant to the author’s role as a project administrator 
in that specific project. Only documents with the formats word, excel, PDF or 
images of actual documents will be collected and if any category will contain 
less than ten documents then that category and its documents will be discarded. 
Scope will also be limited to testing only multinomial Naïve-Bayes for 
document classification and one set of software programs for extracting the 
text from the documents. 

1.7  Target group 
This report should be interesting for professionals exploring how and if 
machine learning can be used to categorize documents in construction projects. 

1.8  Outline  
Chapter 1: Introduces the subject with a background and relevant researches. 
Chapter 2: Present the scientific method used. 
Chapter 3: Presents the experiment process.  
Chapter 4: Shows the result of the experiments and adds context by analyzing 
them. 
Chapter 5: Discusses the results in the context of this paper and gives 
suggestions for future work. 
.  



 
   

 

2 Method 
A controlled experiment will be performed by using multinomial Naive-Bayes 
on the data in the form of bag-of-words collected and extracted from the 
documents. The dependent variable is the accuracy of the multinomial Naive-
Bayes classifier and the independent variable is the categorization of the 
documents. The experiment process is as follows: 

1. Document collection 
2. Document categorization 
3. Document preprocessing into bag-of-words format 
4. Running WEKA algorithms and measure accuracy for each 

subcategory. 
5. Analyze data to see which type of documents naïve-Bayes handle well, 

which doesn’t and why. 

2.1   Document collection 

The author worked as a consultant for a Swedish railroad construction 
company between September 2017 and July 2018 and a big part of the job was 
document handling. All documents are from the project the author worked on 
and permission to use the files for this experiment was given by the company. 
All files were collected by the author from two sources:  

● The shared file system used within the project, which contains all 
documents important enough to be saved long term so others in the 
same company can access them.  

● The authors work mail, which contains all documents sent between the 
author and other people involved in the project, both within the same 
company and in other companies. 

All text, PDF, image or spreadsheet documents available to the author from 
these two sources were collected. Emails were not included. 

2.2   Document categorization 

Most documents collected from the shared file system was already categorized 
by other workers in the project or the author during his work in the project. 
During the categorization of the rest of the documents, the aim was to follow 
the already existing categorization system. The author categorized the 
documents that were not already categorized. Files in a category with less than 
10 documents were discarded to make sure the classifier has data to train on. 



 
   

 

2.3   Document preprocessing 

The goal of this step is to turn the documents into a bag-of-words format and 
clean the text from unwanted symbols and specific words not providing any 
meaning to the text also known as stop words2, see Appendix A for a list of 
removed stop words. For documents that are not or does not contain images 
this is a fairly trivial task. It is just a matter of extracting all the text, clean it 
and then converting it into bag-of-words. For documents that are or contain 
images an extra step of image to text recognition processing must be done. For 
both types of documents Apache Tika3 has been used to extract text and for 
images Tika in turn uses the open source Tessaract OCR engine to extract any 
text found in the image. After all text was converted into bag-of-words it was 
converted into the ARFF file format supported by WEKA. 

2.4   Running WEKA algorithms and collecting results 

When the data has been compiled into ARFF file format most of the work has 
been done. It is just a matter of running the WEKA software, letting it convert 
the data into bag-of-words using the StringToWordVector filter and running 
the NaïveBayesMultinomial classifier on it with 10-fold cross-validation.  
10-fold cross-validation splits the dataset into ten parts and uses 9 parts for 
training the classifier and one part to test the classifier. It then does this ten 
times so each part is used as the test set and then aggregates the results for each 
part to calculate the final accuracy. Some categories contain very few 
documents so 10-fold cross-validation in combination with only using 
categories with ten or more documents will ensure each category has enough 
documents for the classifier to train on. The WEKA software will provide 
accuracy rating in total and for each category of documents. 

2.5  Reliability and Validity 
As the documents are just from one project, some categories will contain a very 
small set of documents and that probably will have an impact on the validity 
of the results. With a larger data set the validity would be better. 

The authors categorization of documents will differ between how other 
workers could categorize the documents. Because multinomial Naïve-Bayes 
classification finds similarities between documents, a different categorization 
of the same documents could yield a different result. As such this has an impact 
                                                
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_words 
3 http://tika.apache.org/ 
 



 
   

 

on reliability. 
As no extra image preprocessing has been done to make it easier for the 

Tessaract OCR engine to extract text from images, more effort into doing this 
could yield higher categorization accuracy for document categories with large 
amounts of images or scanned PDF. 

Different construction projects will contain different amounts of documents 
in each category so the results for the set of documents used here will differ 
based on that compared to a set of documents in another project. 

2.6  Ethical Considerations  
The documents are all from a real project and may contain information 
sensitive to the business as well as private information about people working 
in the project, so documents cannot be shared. But all documents have been 
available and seen and used by the author during the work in the project so no 
anonymization is needed for that. 



 
   

 

3 Implementation 
After documents have been collected and sorted into folders with the name of 
the category, the following process have been used to extract text from the 
documents and run the experiment. 
 

 
Figure 3.1: High-level process of implementation 
 

3.1  Text extraction of files using Apache Tika 
Apache Tika is toolkit that can be used to extract text and metadata from a wide 
array of different file formats. Links to the software used can be found in 
Appendix B. In this project, version 1.17 have been used as that was the newest 
version when the experiment started. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a 
document and figure 3.3 shows the text Apache Tika extracted from the same 
document as in figure 3.2.  

1. Text extraction 
of files using 
Apache Tika

2. Clean text, 
removal of stop 

words and format 
to WEKA format

4. Run in WEKA



 
   

 

 
Figure 3.2: Example of an input document  

 
Ahlsell - KLAMMER FÖR KABELSKYDD 22MM - Klammer U 
Varianter 
Artikelinformation 
Klammer för U-formade kabelskydd. 
Artikelnr: 0632853 
Ean artikelnr: 7392441628534,7392441328533 
Materialklass QB4100 
Klammer U 
KLAMMER FÖR KABELSKYDD 22MM 
Klammer 
Typ: 22 
För kabelskydd: 22 mm 
Vikt: 0.02kg 
Logga in för att se prisuppgifter 
Artikelnr: 0632853 | 



 
   

 

Klammer för U-formade kabelskydd. 
Art. nr. Namn Typ För kabelskydd Vikt 
0632852 Klammer 16 16 mm 0.02 kg 
0632853 Klammer 22 22 mm 0.02 kg 
0632854 Klammer 28 28 mm 0.03 kg 
0632855 Klammer 34 34 mm 0.03 kg 
0632856 Klammer 68 68 mm 0.05 kg 
Teknisk data 
• Typ: 22 
• För kabelskydd: 22 mm 
• Vikt: 0.02kg 

Figure 3.3: Output from Tika for document in figure 3.2 

3.2  Clean text and removal of stop words 
During cleaning of text, all symbols have been converted to lowercase and all 
non-alphabet and non-number symbols except for the dash symbol have been 
exchanged for whitespace. The dash is often removed in other similar 
experiments but in this data set it adds value because blueprint names are 
usually a set of numbers connected by the dash symbol. A blueprint name could 
look like this: “5434-11000-002”. 

If a cleaned string can be found among the list of stop words, then it will be 
removed. A list of removed stop words can be found in Appendix A. Figure 
3.4 shows the code for both text cleaning and stop word removal. 

After text cleaning and stop word removal the text is formatted into the 
WEKA format ARFF4. A link to the description of the ARFF format can be 
found in Appendix B. Figure 3.5 shows the singular line of data created from 
the document in figure 3.2 in the ARFF format. 

 
data = data.toLowerCase(new Locale("sv", "SE")); 
data = data.replaceAll("[^a-öA-Ö0-9\\-]", " "); 
data = data.trim(); 
dataArray = data.split("\\s"); 
             
String word = ""; 
for (int i = 0; i < dataArray.length; i++) { 

word = dataArray[i]; 
       if (word.length() >= 2) { 
        word = word.trim(); 
             if(!stopwords.contains(word)) { 
              cleanedData += word + " "; 
             } 
       } 
} 

Figure 3.4: Code for text cleaning and removal of stop words 

                                                
4 https://waikato.github.io/weka-wiki/arff/ 



 
   

 

'ahlsell klammer för kabelskydd 22mm klammer varianter artikelinformation 
klammer för u-formade kabelskydd artikelnr 0632853 ean artikelnr 
7392441628534 7392441328533 materialklass qb4100 klammer klammer för 
kabelskydd 22mm klammer typ 22 för kabelskydd 22 mm vikt 02kg logga för 
se prisuppgifter artikelnr 0632853 klammer för u-formade kabelskydd art 
namn typ för kabelskydd vikt 0632852 klammer 16 16 mm 02 kg 0632853 
klammer 22 22 mm 02 kg 0632854 klammer 28 28 mm 03 kg 0632855 
klammer 34 34 mm 03 kg 0632856 klammer 68 68 mm 05 kg teknisk data 
typ 22 för kabelskydd 22 mm vikt 02kg',Produktblad 

Figure 3.5: Text in ARFF format after removal of stop words and text 
cleaning 

3.3  Run in WEKA 
WEKA software version 3.8.2 was used for this experiment and table 3.6 
shows the settings used when running the classifier. 
 
Setting type Setting chosen 
Preprocess filter /unsupervised/attributes/StringToWordVector 
Classifier NaiveBayesMultinomial 
Test options Cross-validation, 10 Folds 

Table 3.6: Settings used in WEKA software 
  



 
   

 

4 Results & Analysis 
Appendix C contains more detailed results given by the WEKA software. 
 

Document categories 19  
Collected documents 2332  
Successfully extracted documents 1539 66.0% 
Correctly classified documents 1427 92.7% 
Incorrectly classified documents 112 7.3% 

Table 4.1: Classifier accuracy 
 
Text extraction was successful on only 1539 of the documents which means 
793 failed. Most of the failed documents were in category J, K and Q (see 
Appendix C) and almost all were bad quality images or pdf which made it hard 
for the OCR software to extract text. Most of these documents were 
handwritten, low resolution or scanned and photographed in a bad angle which 
disturbs the image text extraction software. This is a recurring problem in most 
categories because it is common in the construction industry to use these 
practices to digitalize physical documents. 

However, the experiment shows that a high accuracy can be reached on the 
successfully extracted documents, but as can be seen in the figures in appendix 
C some classes (categories) have a very low accuracy. The classes C and J 
which have the lowest accuracy are categories with many low-quality photos 
or scanned PDF’s of documents. The low number of documents in category C 
and J and as such data to train the classifier on also make the issue worse. 

Most of the 7.3% incorrect classified instances were classified as one of the 
categories with the most instances. If the set of training data is small and there 
are large imbalances in the number of documents between categories, it could 
bias the classifier towards those categories. This could perhaps be improved 
by using a modified Naïve-Bayes classifier that tries to minimize this effect as 
discussed by Sang-Bum Kim et al. or by J. Rennie et al. [6][7] or using a larger 
set of training data overall.  

The largest number of incorrect classified instances by far was 36 
documents in category K classified as category Q, around one third of all 
incorrectly classified documents, but only one document from category Q was 
classified as category K. While they are very different types of documents, the 
documents in category K are more diverse in terms of content and seems to 
include some of the words that are used very often in category Q. Having a 
larger set of training data spanning over multiple projects would likely mitigate 



 
   

 

this issue a lot because the documents in category K would have very similar 
versions in other projects but not in the same project. 

Tests were made both with and without stop words, but total accuracy was 
not impacted at all. Removing stop words caused two more documents to be 
incorrectly classified but also caused two other documents to be correctly 
classified so total number of classified documents was the same. 

In the construction industry, rules mandate that many types of documents, 
for example invoices, blueprints or safety instructions, must look similar or 
have the same content to some extent. This helps the classifier to categorize 
those documents. Companies will also usually have premade templates or their 
own policies for how a type of document should look so the categories with 
mainly inhouse created documents will have a higher accuracy than categories 
that mainly contain documents received from other companies. 

Another industry practice helping the classifier is that each revision of 
documents such as blueprints or contract changes (ändrings-, tilläggs- och 
avgående arbeten in Swedish) are stored. So, when a new version with smaller 
changes are to be stored the classifier already have a very similar document. 



 
   

 

5 Discussion & Conclusion 
The motivation of this project was to see if multinomial Naïve-Bayes could be 
used to effectively classify documents from a construction project. The results 
of the experiment show that Naïve-Bayes indeed can be used for that purpose. 
But the accuracy of the classifier matters less when the text extraction was only 
successful on 66%. A combination of better document collection practices and 
better image text extraction software must be used. However, even with a 
higher text extraction rate, an accuracy of 93% might not be good enough for 
a production setting so further research and refinements are probably needed. 

Compared to the other research referenced in this paper the accuracy 
achieved in my experiment is slightly lower, but the other research also either 
had a larger data set or a smaller set of categories so it can still be considered 
good. 

It should also be noted that the techniques in this experiment would probably 
yield similar results using data from other projects in the same sub-section of 
the construction industry but with the same folder structure. But because only 
one folder structure was tested in this project, we cannot safely expect similar 
results using a different folder structure, but it is not improbable. The same can 
be said for data sets from other parts of the construction industry or even other 
industries. Having that said, the results still show that good accuracy can be 
achieved without using cutting edge classifier techniques. The results might 
even be better in industries less reliant on images or scanned PDF’s due to the 
data extraction issues from those kinds of files. 

5.1 Future work & improvements 
The techniques used in this project can certainly be improved to get a higher 
accuracy. Firstly, as data extraction form images and scanned PDF’s has been 
a problem here it would be a good starting point. Rotating images for optimal 
text recognition and image preprocessing to make text clearer for the software 
should be investigated. Secondly, this experiment only used one version of 
Naïve-Bayes and perhaps other versions such as weight normalized Naïve-
Bayes will yield better results. It would also be interesting to try other 
classifiers such as Support Vector Machine or even deep learning techniques. 
Even though those have other drawbacks, perhaps the increase in accuracy will 
make up for the difference. And thirdly, different configurations of stop words 
and data cleaning could impact the results. 

Besides making improvements to the techniques used here it would also be 
interesting to experiment with different sizes of data sets and data sets from 
different fields as well as different folder structures to see if similar results can 
be achieved. 
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Appendix A – Stop words 
aderton, adertonde, adjö, aldrig, alla, allas, allt, alltid, alltså, än, andra, andras, 
annan, annat, ännu, artonde, artonn, åtminstone, att, åtta, åttio, åttionde, åttonde, 
av, även, båda, bådas, bakom, bara, bäst, bättre, behöva, behövas, behövde, 
behövt, bland, blev, bli, blir, blivit, bort, borta, bra, då, dag, dagar, dagarna, 
dagen, där, därför, de, del, delen, dem, den, deras, dess, det, detta, dig, din, 
dina, dit, ditt, dock, du, efter, eftersom, elfte, eller, elva, en, enkel, enkelt, enkla, 
enligt, er, era, ert, ett, ettusen, få, fanns, får, fått, fem, femte, femtio, femtionde, 
femton, femtonde, fick, fin, finnas, finns, fjärde, fjorton, fjortonde, fler, flera, 
flesta, följande, för, före, förlåt, förra, första, fram, framför, från, fyra, fyrtio, 
fyrtionde, gå, går, gärna, gått, genast, genom, gick, gjorde, gjort, god, goda, 
godare, godast, gör, göra, gott, ha, hade, haft, han, hans, har, här, heller, hellre, 
helst, helt, henne, hennes, hit, hög, höger, högre, högst, hon, honom, hundra, 
hundraen, hundraett, hur, i, ibland, idag, igår, igen, imorgon, in, inför, inga, 
ingen, ingenting, inget, innan, inne, inom, inte, inuti, ja, jag, jämfört, kan, 
kanske, knappast, kom, komma, kommer, kommit, kunde, kunna, kunnat, kvar, 
länge, längre, långsam, långsammare, långsammast, långsamt, längst, långt, 
lätt, lättare, lättast, legat, ligga, ligger, lika, likställd, likställda, lilla, lite, liten, 
litet, man, många, måste, med, mellan, men, mer, mera, mest, mig, min, mina, 
mindre, minst, mitt, mittemot, möjlig, möjligen, möjligt, möjligtvis, mot, 
mycket, någon, någonting, något, några, när, nästa, ned, nederst, nedersta, 
nedre, nej, ner, ni, nio, nionde, nittio, nittionde, nitton, nittonde, nödvändig, 
nödvändiga, nödvändigt, nödvändigtvis, nog, noll, nr, nu, nummer, och, också, 
ofta, oftast, olika, olikt, om, oss, över, övermorgon, överst, övre, på, rakt, rätt, 
redan, så, sade, säga, säger, sagt, samma, sämre, sämst, sedan, senare, senast, 
sent, sex, sextio, sextionde, sexton, sextonde, sig, sin, sina, sist, sista, siste, sitt, 
sjätte, sju, sjunde, sjuttio, sjuttionde, sjutton, sjuttonde, ska, skall, skulle, 
slutligen, små, smått, snart, som, stor, stora, större, störst, stort, tack, tidig, 
tidigare, tidigast, tidigt, till, tills, tillsammans, tio, tionde, tjugo, tjugoen, 
tjugoett, tjugonde, tjugotre, tjugotvå, tjungo, tolfte, tolv, tre, tredje, trettio, 
trettionde, tretton, trettonde, två, tvåhundra, under, upp, ur, ursäkt, ut, utan, 
utanför, ute, vad, vänster, vänstra, var, vår, vara, våra, varför, varifrån, varit, 
varken, värre, varsågod, vart, vårt, vem, vems, verkligen, vi, vid, vidare, viktig, 
viktigare, viktigast, viktigt, vilka, vilken, vilket, vill. 
 
This list is identical to the list found here 
(https://www.ranks.nl/stopwords/swedish) except for the words: kr, gälla, 
gäller, gällt, beslut, beslutat, beslutit which was excluded from the stop words 
list. 
  



 
   

 

Appendix B – Detailed results 
Correctly Classified Instances 1427 92.7% 
Incorrectly Classified Instances 112 7.3% 
Kappa statistic 0.9141  
Mean absolute error 0.0147  
Root mean squared error 0.09  
Relative absolute error 16.41%  
Root relative squared error 42.51%  
Total Number of Instances 1539  
Table B.1: Summary of Stratified cross-validation 

 



 
   

 

CLASS A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S TOTAL COLLECTED E. RATE 

A 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 33 87.9% 
B 0 81 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 83 87 95.4% 
C 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 13 17 76.5% 
D 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 18 18 100.0% 
E 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 25 100.0% 
F 0 0 0 0 0 156 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 157 167 94.0% 
G 1 0 0 0 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 50 65 76.9% 
H 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 196 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 201 208 96.6% 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 13 92.3% 
J 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 0 7 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 22 75 29.3% 
K 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 202 0 0 0 0 0 36 1 0 245 362 67.7% 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 82 85 96.5% 
M 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 1 0 0 16 16 100.0% 
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 23 0 0 1 0 0 26 26 100.0% 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 31 31 100.0% 
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30 0 1 0 32 40 80.0% 
Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 439 0 0 449 1012 44.4% 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 24 26 92.3% 
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 24 26 92.3% 

Table B.2: Confusion matrix with number of collected documents and rate of successfully extracted documents 
 
The confusion matrix in table B.2 shows how the documents were classified. The rows contain all the documents for a specific category and the 
columns contain all the documents that were classified as a category. So, for example all documents in category A were correctly categorized but 
one document from category G was also categorized as category A. “E.RATE” shows the percentage of collected documents where the 
experiment successfully could extract data to use for the classifier. 
  



 
   

 

 
TP RATE FP RATE PRECISION F-MEASURE MCC ROC AREA PRC AREA 

A 1 0.001 0.967 0.983 0.983 1 1 
B 0.976 0.001 0.988 0.982 0.981 0.988 0.967 
C 0.308 0.001 0.8 0.444 0.494 0.794 0.293 
D 0.778 0.001 0.875 0.824 0.823 0.937 0.789 
E 0.92 0.001 0.958 0.939 0.938 0.986 0.927 
F 0.994 0.003 0.975 0.984 0.982 0.998 0.989 
G 0.88 0.001 0.978 0.926 0.925 0.978 0.93 
H 0.975 0.016 0.903 0.938 0.929 0.991 0.958 
I 1 0.001 0.923 0.96 0.96 1 1 
J 0.318 0.001 0.875 0.467 0.524 0.972 0.698 
K 0.824 0.008 0.953 0.884 0.867 0.986 0.942 
L 0.976 0.008 0.87 0.92 0.916 0.993 0.94 
M 0.688 0 1 0.815 0.828 0.941 0.702 
N 0.885 0 1 0.939 0.94 0.983 0.929 
O 1 0.001 0.969 0.984 0.984 1 0.969 
P 0.938 0.001 0.968 0.952 0.952 0.985 0.913 
Q 0.978 0.046 0.898 0.936 0.91 0.989 0.962 
R 0.958 0.001 0.92 0.939 0.938 1 0.993 
S 0.917 0.001 0.917 0.917 0.915 0.993 0.916 
WEIGHTED AVG. 0.927 0.018 0.928 0.923 0.912 0.987 0.944 

Table B.3: Detailed accuracy by class 
TP Rate: rate of true positives, proportion of instances classified as a given class divided by the actual total in that class 
FP Rate: rate of false positives, number of instances incorrectly classified as a given class divided by number of all instances not in that class 
PRECISION: proportion of instances that are truly of a class divided by the total instances classified as that class 
F-MEASURE: A combined measure for precision and recall calculated as 2 * Precision * TP Rate / (Precision + TP Rate) 



 
   

 

MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient5 
ROC AREA: Receiver operating characteristic area6 
PRC AREA: Precision recall area7 

                                                
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthews_correlation_coefficient 
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_operating_characteristic 
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall 


